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About This Game

Hilarious adventure game designed in a TV cartoonish style.

This is the story of Johnny Bonasera, a kid that was beaten and humiliated by a punk gang.

Fueled by an insatiable desire for revenge, Johnny Bonasera promises revenge against each of the punks who bullied him. One
by one. Unscrupulous. Mercilessly.

Features

2D HD graphics in TV cartoon style.

An adventure full of hilarious dialogues and puzzles.

Outlandish characters to talk, interact, beat...
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for all Farmers out there i have a fan Page on Facebook if you would like to join us please join here 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/807252639297955/ all is welcome. God up above save me from this. I went in hoping for a
great Rome total war and got a expansion that had no purpose. I don't mean to sound like I hate it but it just wasn't good or
sounded good. It was bad at first but the graphics effects aren't on par with the original itself which is odd to be honest. I did
like the diffrent units kind of, this didn't need to exsist.. Firstly if you don't like jigsaw puzzles, you can stop reading now.
Simply all members of the Pixel Puzzles series are designed for jigsaw lovers. They are a true delight to play and here's why..

Pixel Puzzles 2:Space

is a wonderful addition to the series. You get beautiful space art for the new set of puzzles. There's a new side game meshed in.
And best of all for once there's no anoying factor to contend with this time around.

The pros
very pretty art to reasssemble
challenging cuts to the pieces as always
fun mimi game
enjoyable rocket launching (hint: always launch the main rocket before finishing your current puzzle)
there is no anoying fairy, koi, or zombie to deal with

Pixel Puzzles 2:Space is an excellent experiance and real fun to play. Relaxing and stess relieving with no puzzle box to store or
pieces to pick up. Beautiful art with a fun theme. So for a most enjoyable jigsaw puzzle time, you should add this to your
collection.

Rating 9.8\/10
reason... there are never enough puzzles

Interested in more reviews like this : http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/Original_Curators_Group#curation. bad game bad
control. i don't recommend it even if it is cheap. This game is great fun! Played it since beta and it has really become a polished
joy of a game. If I was to categorize it, I would say it's a top-down stealth survival roguelite. And, it really raises the bar in the
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any of those categories. It seems to take the best of each of those genres and blend it sucessfully into an intensely stressful ninja-
romp through a post apocolyptic nightmare.

It's not an easy game, but if you've played anything else that Puppy Games has made, you shouldn't expect it to be, and that's
part of the fun.

It's also quite a departure from their arcade style games. While it feels deeper in many ways, it still retains the quirky and
simplisticly-well-designed elements and controls that has made their earlier games some of my favorites. As always the graphics
and sound design are top notch too. You can tell a lot of heart and soul has gone into this game, I highly reccomend it: 10/10!

P.S. The intro is great, really sets the mood & I really think the wheely bin and binocular view was a neat touch!. Good game,
but sadly not as good as I hoped it would be.

The art style is amazing, brillant voice acting and a very convincing story. Years ago, indeed, I was a huge Murakami-Fan, so I
like the vibe a lot.

But then, it feels a little bit lifeless nonetheless; there are some - in theory - interesting characters, but they lack something, they
seem like wooden dolls. The main character moves too slow and in a strange way, too. Playing the game, it doesn't give me the
feeling of a point-and-click adventure. It feels more like an escape the room game.

This is mainly because of the puzzles; after solving them, I must say, yes, there is some logic to them, but, logic as you find it in
an Escape-the-room-game; looking for clues, riddles with pressing buttons, watching out for small details that don't have to do
too much with anything etc. While searching for the solutions, at first, I really didn't understand, why I should do something like
that, but I tried the possibilities. Then it worked; I thought OK, but it's not a fullfilling experience, because I don't really like the
puzzles and their solutions and their logic. Most of the time, you solve puzzles, because it's a puzzle game; the puzzles don't
connect with the story too much, in my opinion. You solve them and then you get something and you use the object where you
think it could be useful. But, it feels like the puzzles and the story are on different levels, and if as they aren't really connected to
each other. It's Ok and nice to play, but compared to really good point-and-click-adventures, it doesn't give me too much
motivation to carry on with it.

I give it thumbs up, nonetheless, I would buy it again and I will play it more; but, as I wrote in the beginning, its looks promise
more than they give.. I have played quite a few NES games- I have hundreds of cartridges. I'm used to playing crappy NES
games- this is definitely not one of them. The level design and game play execution are top notch- among the best 1st party
Nintendo games. I feel like I'm quite jaded at 30, but this game still astonishes me in its competence and ability to instill wonder
with well intended weirdness. That is, programming aside. Tons of bugs to work out in future patches. But still- I'm an adult and
legitimately having fun having forked over the price of a sub sandwich. A+++ would play again. Tl;DR: Slay the Spire's fiddlier,
less-realized cousin.

I was lightly disappointed. It's a very fussy game, with lots of details and powers that the tutorial doesn't do an especially good
job of explaining. There's also a great deal of RNG, especially at the game's beginning, when you don't have any powers to
mitigate bad luck. Often the best choice after a bad start is to quit and begin again. More damningly, the beginning just isn't a
lot of fun. Slay the Spire, which shares a lot of DNA with this game, shares a similar problem with its opening, but StS gets you
out of the early game quickly, wheras ODD seems to wallow in it.

I do think the game is _reasonably_ fun once you've gotten somewhat outfitted with powers, but by that time you're in mid to
late game, and the game's almost over. The game is at its most fun when you have a lot of powers, and a mode that managed to
be less stingy with the fun bits might be worth considering.

Currently, the early rounds are just Yatzee. Roll big numbers, place big numbers. Don't roll big numbers? Lose, or worse, get
hobbled so that it's very unlikely that you'll win. Literally: the tutorial tells you to you always try to roll big-- but with out any
tools to manipulate the dice, this doesn't mean anything!

The game isn't quite there yet, but it is early access. I think there's something fun inside of this game, it just hasn't been fully
realized yet.
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Game is pretty interesting if you don't afraid to stuck in one level for an hour. Cases are not boring and it is keep to be
intriguing. But a thing is there is only 5 levels in which of first level just 10-15 minute case. I hope there will be more cases in
DLC or something. Looking forward it and definitely recommend it to anyone who love a little bit of detective thing.. REVIEW

I finally had to tear myself away from this game to give this game a review.
I LOVE IT.
It is a colourful, animated rogue playing game which oozes with charm, amusing characteristics and a joy to play.

Graphics
Lets get the main part over. Its flat 2D (not 3D or even full 3D) and may look old hat to some of todays modern players
who are use to fancy graphics etc.
But, WHO CARES!
The graphics are big, bold, sharp, colourful, cartoon like and detailed with some lovely animations and on a resolution
of 1360 x 768 that graphics are sharp and very clear. The isometric view reminds of an old ZX spectrum game called
Knightlore which was very popular at its time. I love the design of the characters that I have met so far as well as the
detailed dungeon walls, floors etc. The animation is extremely good with humans eyes blinking, or the way the hero
switches between weapons to the different creatures movement to the way they die. When I first saw the size of the
graphics it was BIG on my screen which was good because it makes the game much more claustrophobic as you only
see a small section of the dungeon and you don't know what is in front of you. As your hero moves sections of the
dungeon falls away behind you as a new section rises up to meet you. When playing the game you forget it is 2d because
you are so engrossed with look and style of the game play especially when the manic battles occur. Also because of the
2d aspect it mean it less strain of the computer system requirements and allows you to have battles with lots of
monsters and animations flying back and forth with a fast, manic and smooth look. The death animation of the
creatures ranges from cute to funny to surprising. Also the special ability that each creature has so far (Only seen a
few) again ranges from very funny to amusing or even frustrating when your in battle, but that is part of the charm.
The town is nicely set out with a some nice animations. But it is the dungeon where the action takes place and thrill
seeing a new creature with special abilities.
Score (9\/10)

Sound\/Music
The sounds effects are nice with some nice touches. I like the sound of the shadowlord dying, or when splodges hit your
monitor before sliding down with a squeakily sound effect. The music is nice and I have a favourite track which takes
place in the dungeon. This track has a pulsating heartbeat sound accompanied by an eerie music track which give the
game more atmosphere especially when going into deeper and more challenging dungeons. The other tracks for the
dungeon and town are nice and enhance the game further. Its the music for main menu that is maybe the weakest as
you are more interesting in getting into the game that you bypass it quickly. Score (7\/10)

Gameplay
The game is turn based however due to the fast response, the smoothness and quickness of the movement\/battles etc it
is very easy to be fooled into thinking that it is real-time. The number times I have moved my hero too quickly only to
end up smack bang into a horde of monsters is my fault. This of course ended my turn only for the enemy to start hurls
weapons, spells etc at me doing more damage before I could damage them. One particular battle was the battle with
gryphons in which they made a large section of the tiled floor all ice and because of my quickness my hero and NPC
were sliding about in opposite directions. This was both laughable at the start and then frustrating later due to being so
eager to fight them that I forgot it was turn based. So going turn based may make the game feel slower but it cranks up
the tension and atmosphere in the dungeons. Battles required tactical thought when dealing with different monsters at
the same time. Boss battles require even more thought because before you know you it, your surrounded by their
minions etc.

There are lots of weapons in the dungeons and comparing them to your own weapons reveals each of them have their
own good and bad traits. You have to decide which one might be good for you. With so much choice, I spent about 5
minutes deciding whether to replace the sword I have with a new spear which has some bigger bonus hits but with less
abilities. Gold is in abundance but that is quickly spent on upgrading the armoury and blacksmith in your town to get
better stronger weapons and armour.
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Magic is a crucial factor and with 6 schools of magic totalling 18 spells each with levels to go up in make the game more
interesting which gives way to deciding which spell you feel it better for you. You have 8 slots to hold weapons, magic
and other items to use in battle etc but which ones to go into which slots.
Gameplay (10\/10)

From what I have seen there are 2 aspects to this game: Story and Gauntlet.

The Gauntlet:
I first went into this by mistake right as the start with no clue as to how the game work and died very quickly. I tried
again thinking I made a mistake somewhere only to die again. It was then I discovered the story aspect and realised
that the gauntlet is a straight into dungeon rogue game to last as long as possible. Will try that once I complete the
story aspect

The Story:
This the main part of the game which introduces you to the game mechanics as well as the object of the game. Build up
your hero male\/female with weapons bought or found, fight monsters, gain gold and acquire other items scattered
about the dungeon to help you . There is a town which you have to build to acquire more weapons and allow you access
to your magic spells etc. In your quests in the dungeons you will encounter NPC characters\/creatures who will give aid
in battle with their own style of weapons. As to what the story is about well I will leave that up to you to find as I am
finding out now.

Criticisms:
I only have one. When you hover you arrow mouse over the buildings it would be nice to see the name of the building. I
sometimes select the blacksmith when I want the armoury or select the vault thinking it is the armoury. but that is the
only quibble.

Bottom Line
This is a game is fantastic with its old style look that should appeals to gamers old and young. It has sharp, colourful
animated graphics, with good game play, nice sounds\/music etc and once you learn the game mechanics it is very easy
to control. A big thank you Spellbind Studios for creating a beautiful looking rogue style game. Score (9\/10). must be
fast hand!. A worthy successor to Strangers of the Power. Very fun, interesting plot, nice characters, and a unique
rivalry system. More to the point, the relationships of your characters can affect how well you do, and the ending you
reach...

Worth the price, though perhaps getting the full bundle would help, as you can see where the game has come from, and
how it has advanced.. very fast and snappy head tracking
despite the steam warnings, it works with vive controllers
fun game!

not sure id recommend it for 10$ though
5$ or less seems more appropriate.... Really nice game
-Graphic is not too pretty but ACCEPTABLE and moreover it is STABLE.
-Jump-scare is CRAZY . I did scream so loud when it came.
-Price is GOOD
-Story is TOUCHING
-Music and sound played an IMPORTANT role

Except
-The sensitivity is a bit difficult to control (FOR ME)
-Crosshair so small
-Last but not least , it is SCARY. quot;The Other Side: Tower of Souls" refuses to launch and demands "latest version
of Flash Player for Internet Explorer".. Its hard being stuck in space all alown on ship thats needs repairs, you
probably won't make it...But you should definitely try!. First thing I did was try a 2v2 match with AI with random
civilizations. Got Ethiopia as my AI ally. Throughout the entire game the Ethiopians built a lot of houses to have large
population, but built no farms and no market. Then they moved to my territory to mine for gold because their own
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resources were constantly raided by the Chinese enemy.

More real than real life. More racist than me. 10/10. The Storyline isn't that bad, although I personally wish there was
more CGs with Ayame. I mean to get the CGs achievement for Ayame is only 2. The game overall in my opinion is a
4/5. I could use more polish in some areas...
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